the Vegetation of North America with his major professor at Duke, W.D. Billings, and has also coauthored the most widely used texts on plant ecology. He and his long-time UCD friend and mentor, Jack Major, edited and wrote portions of the first two editions of the widely used compendium on vegetation ecology for California (the Terrestrial Vegetation of California), which set the stage for many developments in the study of California and western North American vegetation.
Michael is also a truly gifted teacher. His courses on California plant communities and plant ecology are legendary, involving an expertly crafted marriage of field trips and lectures. His lectures are pitch-perfect matches with his audience, whether laypeople hearing about vernal pools for the first time, or graduate students, learning about the fine points of fire ecology or physiological ecology. Watching him teach, providing clear summary points and artistic real-time chalk board illustrations (he is not too fond of PowerPoint), has been for me a humbling lesson in the art of classical instruction. His capabilities did not go unrecognized by UCD. In 1988, the campus awarded him a Citation for Distinguished Teaching. Michael served as the major professor for 50 graduate students and was a committee member for many others. A number of his ex-students now have important faculty, NGO, federal and state agency positions, or are successful consultants.
Though eternally congenial, even-handed, and humorous, Michael has not shied away from academic debate or conflict. When challenged by European colleagues to get American colleagues to use European methods of vegetation analysis and classification after supporting the development of a new classification system for California's vegetation he invited them over to work with him. As a result, he involved many phytosociologists in the last two decades in the rapid collaborative accumulation of knowledge on our state's vegetation classification and has continued to be a voice for philosophical exchange in Photo by Brett Hall, September 2009. the International Association for Vegetation Science. His spirit of information-sharing and openness prevailed in many forms throughout Michael's career. It was important, for example, in his role as the first chair of the Ecological Society of America's Vegetation Panel, where the task was to develop and standardize a single classification system that would be scientifically grounded and adopted by all federal natural resource agencies.
Michael, though academically trained and accomplished, also became involved in a number of conservation issues and has shown many of us the power of promoting conservation through scientifically defensible means. My first encounter with this was as a member of the California Native Plant Society's Plant Communities Committee where he deftly and calmly (though he refutes this) led a disparate group of opinionated ecologists to a shared vision of conservation-based, quantitative vegetation classification. He similarly became involved in an effort to develop a quantifiable approach to vernal pool classification monitoring and evaluation, and from that to putting metrics on vernal pool restoration by quantifying the deviance between created vernal pool communities and naturally occurring ones. After a decade of work with a team of vernal pool experts, his approach has now been adopted by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and other regulatory agencies.
Dr. Barbour is a lucid writer and a perceptive editor, having served on the editorial board of several peerreviewed journals. He is also not above writing and collaborating on projects that are more literary than they are scholarly. He has co-authored and co-performed with poet Gary Snyder and has co-written several popular articles with his wife Valerie Whitworth on California conservation and natural history. In short, Michael is worthy of all the academic praise he has received, but equally as worthy in his role as a bridger of schisms, a practical, yet passionate spokesperson for the marvelous beauty of nature, and as an all-around citizen of the world.
Michael, it is a pleasure to be given the honor to write this dedication to you. 
